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How to put on a Separate Yukata

●Fill a bucket with cool water and wash it gently taking care not to scrub.
●If required, stir in a small drop of mild, non-alkaline detergent or baby shampoo.
●Rinse the kimono carefully to remove any suds. After applying a little starch, air dry 
outdoors on a hanger away from direct sunlight, and then press lightly using an iron.
●Make sure it's completely dry and neat before folding and storing.
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1.Decide the skirt length 

Belt loop

Just below the ankle

Open up the skirt and hold it like the pictue  
with the belt loop side on your left hand. Pull the 
hem of the cloth up to your ankle level.
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3.Wrap the skirt around
Open the left side, ensuring to keep the original width set 
in step 2.  Raise the hem of the right cloth about 20cm, 
and draw to the left side.  Layer the left cloth over it, 
pulling the strings on both sides outside.

Pull up 20cm

Pull out the strings
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4.Cross the belt
Keeping the skirt width and length, cross the belt 
around your back.At that time, put the string 
through the belt loop at back and both sides.

Belt loop Belt loop
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5.Tie the belt
Remove wrinkles and adjust its shape.  Tie the belt 
in front, and now the skirt is finished.

Tie the belt in front
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6.Put on the outer wear
Put on the outer wear, and match the seams on right 
and left collars at the same level. Make sure the center 
back seam of the yukata aligns with your spine.

Match the
seams
on collars

Easy to dress in Yukata by yourself!
Separate Yukata will enrich your daily life!

right left
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2.Decide the skirt wideth
Bring the left edge of the cloth to the right side, and wrap 
the highest position of your right waist.  Align the left 
overlap with your right hipbone, and slightly pull the right 
side of the cloth, so no creases are left around the hip.

Left edge comes straight 
down from the waist
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7.Adjust the outer wear
Put through the right string into the opening below 
the left sleeve, and layer the left cloth over it.

Put through
the string
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8.Smooth out the back and cross the strings
Pull down the center of the collar back with a length 
of fist.  Cross the strings over at the back, and bring 
them to the front.
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9.Tie the belt
Adjust the neckline to display the top of your collarbone, and 
tie the belt in front.  Remove wrinkles by pulling the cloth to 
the arrowed directions in the picture, and adjust its shape.

Tie the belt
in front

Remove the wrinkles
by pulling the cloth

Separate Yukata

＜詳しい情報はHPをご覧ください。＞

綿/Cotton100％

身丈（上着）：52ｃｍ　スカート丈：96ｃｍ
袖丈：49ｃｍ　ゆき：68ｃｍ
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5’2” 5’5”
～
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Cross the
strings

Pull down
(about 8cm)


